Conventionally, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is performed by pulsing gradient coils, which invariably leads to strong acoustic noise, patient safety concerns due to induced currents, and costly power/space requirements. This modeling study investigates a new silent, gradient coil-free MR imaging method, in which a radiofrequency (RF) coil and its nonuniform field ( 
Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a widely accepted tool for clinical assessment and diagnosis of various disease states due to its exceptional soft-tissue contrast and ability to image in any orientation [1] . MRI utilizes a very strong and uniform static magnetic field in which (typically hydrogen) nuclei within the patient resonate at a radiofrequency (RF) that is proportional to the static field strength. Current-driven gradient coils are then rapidly switched to spatially localize the origin of the MRI signal by a linear variation of the axial magnetic field component (and thus frequency of the MR signal) along the , , and coordinates. Finally, transmission and reception coils operating at the same radiofrequency are placed near and around the patient to excite and receive the MR signals, respectively. The resulting signals are digitally processed using the Fourier transform to form MR images.
Gradient coil equipment is expensive/intricate, noisy, power and space demanding, and can induce complex spatiotemporal eddy currents in nearby conducting structures, including the patient [2] [3] [4] . Gradient switching rates are limited by regulatory agencies to avoid peripheral nerve stimulation [5, 6] . Many MRI researchers have sought after ways to completely avoid the use of gradient coils. Partially parallel imaging (PPI) has been proposed as complementary function to Fourier preparation by magnetic field gradients [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . For instance, one such PPI technique known as sensitivity encoding (SENSE) utilizes complex RF coil sensitivity profiles to improve the image quality or accelerate the image acquisition time by substituting gradient encoding [12, 13] . PPI has advanced the field of MRI in the recent decade and some of its methodologies have verified imaging without gradient coils, albeit at a low image resolution [14, 15] . An alternative (and gradient coil free) imaging strategy based on gradients in the transmit RF field was proposed by Hoult [16] . Specifically, (linear) + 1 gradients in the RF magnetic field were used to encode spatial information into the MRI signal via a spatially dependent flip angle, where + 1 is the component of the magnetic field rotating in the same direction as the net magnetization. The + 1 field gradients are typically produced by a stationary RF transmit system, while MR signal acquisition is performed with a separate and dedicated receive RF body coil that typically has a uniform − 1 field. The rotating frame zeugmatography method was successfully applied to localized spectroscopy but had limited impact on clinical imaging [17] . The principal limitations involved slow imaging speed as only one data point is collected per excitation and very high peak RF power requirements in the case of large flip angle pulses. [18] , high-speed rotary echo zeugmatography [19] , and 1 -gradient MRI using parallel transmit system [20] .
Recent studies have demonstrated that mechanically rotating a single RF transceiver coil (RRFC) can emulate a large RF coil array by time-division-multiplexing (TDM) [21] [22] [23] . TDM-SENSE algorithm was developed to take advantage of the large number of RF coil sensitivity profiles generated over time and subsequently accelerate the image acquisition. The RRFC approach brings a number of hardware advantages (i.e., requires only one RF channel, averts coil-coil coupling interactions, and facilitates large-scale multinuclear imaging). In this novel research study, we demonstrate that the RRFC transmit concept can be successfully applied to + 1 gradient encoding using either linear or nonlinear RF gradients. The methodology includes flip angle and RF sensitivitybased amplitude and phase modulation schemes as modeled by an unconditionally stable, central finite-difference-based, nonlinear Bloch equation solver. field gradient) is rotating about the sample at the angular frequency rot , while the MR signal acquisition is performed with a dedicated receive RF body coil that has a uniform − 1 . While in [20] each data point is measured once the entire RF pulse is played out, in this study we shall assume that the data points can be acquired as the RF coil is rotating (with an active + 1 field). An example of a practical implementation of this concurrent transmission-reception approach is provided at the end of the Section 4. Consequently, the aim of the present study is to investigate the feasibility of + 1 encoding with the rotating RF coil (RRFC), whilst the MR signal reception is assumed to be intrinsic to the problem.
Materials and Methods

2.1.
With 1 -RRFC a single data point can be measured per rotated + 1 field (gradient), thereby filling the 3-dimensional (3D) pseudo -space:
where is the measurement (i.e., complex data point), (r) is the signal intensity at the position vector r, is the gyromagnetic ratio, denotes the time parameter, B + 1 ( ) (r) is the complex RF transmit magnetic field at coil position ( ) = rot , Δ|B Image reconstruction from -space is performed via matrix inversion of (1):
with a vector containing = complex data points, containing the values of magnetization (r) discretized on a spatial grid of = voxels, and the × encoding matrix:
where ( , , ) are the discrete dimensions of the MR image. The desired distribution (r) can be reconstructed via solving (3) . One way to do so is via the (regularized) pseudoinverse denoted by +:
where image (r) is obtained by restricting the 1-dimensional vector to a 3-dimensional matrix.
2.2.
+ 1 Encoding Using the Nonlinear Bloch Equation.
In MRI, when small flip angle is employed, the RF pulse design can be easily approximated by the inverse Fourier transformation, which is a linear process. Such approximation fails at higher flip angles (typically above 30 ∘ ) and the complete solution of the nonlinear Bloch equation is required. Herein, we employ an iterative, unconditionally stable, finite-difference-based numerical solution of the Bloch equation ( M/ = M × B) centered around the midpoint of the discretization time step Δ , as developed and described in detail in [24] :
where B = (r, )̂+ (r, )̂+ (r, )̂describes the magnetic field vector at a particular point in space and time and is the magnitude of B. Expanding (5) including the cross product term (M + (1/2) Δ M × B) × B will result in three Cartesian components of net magnetization (i.e., (r, ), (r, ), and (r, )). The eigenvalues of the matrix determine the stability of the iteration scheme. It can be shown that the scheme is unconditionally stable with eigenvalues [24] :
with all eigenvalues having moduli equal to one. A pseudo-inverse solution was modeled in Matlab by populating the encoding matrix with rotated + 1 field data according to (3) and then solving the system (2) using the Matlab pinv function (i.e., see (4) ). Instead of applying (1) and the linear map equation (3), the nonlinear Bloch-LSQR solution was modeled by populating the matrix whilst calling the Bloch function written in Matlab script, followed by the solution of (2) by using the lsqr method in Matlab. The rotation of the complex sensitivity map over time, B The duration of the entire RF pulse was set to 5 ms and is assumed to correspond to one period of coil rotation. We assumed that only a -gradient coil was used in conjunction with the RF pulse to select the axial slice of magnetization, in the absence of transverse gradient coils. The unit + 1 field was then incremented after each period of RF coil rotation (i.e., phase encode) in steps of = − /2 − 1/2, so that at steps = 1 and = 64, the net magnetization would be rotated by the flip angle = −90 ∘ and = 90 ∘ , respectively. In addition, after each phase encoding (i.e., time of repetition (TR)), the RF pulse was assumed to start at a new angular coil position with an offset of Δ = 360 ∘ / ≈ 5.625 ∘ , which ensured that in conjunction with the amplitude-varying RF pulse, the resulting image of the sample was uniformly weighted ("illuminated") following the matrix inversion of (4). For instance, if the RF coil was to start to rotate for one period from the same angular position on each TR, one side of the sample would be "illuminated" more than another by the RF pulse. TR was assumed to be sufficiently long to enable complete signal recovery to thermal equilibrium. Matrices and were formed and matrix system (4) was solved using both Matlab's pseudo-inverse and the least-squares QR approach (lsqr.m), in which case the nonlinear Bloch equation solver was applied with 20 time steps and Δ = 250 s. The initial values of magnetization were assumed as follows:
= 0, = 0, and = 1A/m. A number of solutions with unit ∘ . In this case we were only interested in the reconstruction performance relative to the maximum achievable FA.
Experiment 2.
Since spatial sensitivity profiles of RF coil systems are usually nonlinear, it is essential to perform experiments using nonlinear RF field gradients. Here, numerical modeling synonymous to experiment 1 was conducted using a realistic (magnetization-normalized) human head image ( × = 80 × 80 pixels) with available -space data (2T Whole-body MRI, The University of Queensland (UQ), Australia). A hybrid Method-of-Moments/Finite-Element Scheme [25] simulated the complex sensitivity map of a surface coil loop at 85.45 MHz (2 Tesla), as shown in Figure 4 (a).
The sensitivity map was rotated at rot = 90 rad s −1 . An RF gauss pulse of 5 ms in duration was applied synonymously to Experiment 1. The experiment was repeated = 80 number of times, wherein the strength of the pulse was incremented with each phase encoding step according to = − /2 − 1/2. The RF pulse was adjusted to generate a maximum FA = 90 ∘ .
Experiment 3.
To obtain realistic sensitivity maps and -space data for the purpose of this study, we employed a previously constructed rotating RF coil (RRFC) apparatus for head imaging, as shown in Figure 1 . The RRFC apparatus consists of a pneumatically rotated RF coil capable of RF transmit-receive operations. The engineering specifications of the MR-compatible RRFC system are beyond the scope of the current paper and have already been provided in detail in two previous publications [21, 22] . Imaging experiments were performed in a 2 Tesla whole-body MRI system (UQ, Australia) equipped with Bruker ParaVision 4.0 software. In order to perform + 1 encoding with RRFC it is essential to estimate the RF coil transmit sensitivity map + 1 (both magnitude and phase) corresponding to a large number of angular RF coil positions.
Since it is impractical to measure a large number of sensitivities, we opted to estimate at least one map and rotate it numerically to engender many other profiles. The straightforward way is to fix the RF coil at a known angular position relative to the subject, obtain the (complex-valued) MR image, and then divide the image by a uniform reference image obtained with a body coil [13] . Alternatively, an image obtained with the RF coil in receive mode can be divided by a uniform reference image to obtain the receive map − 1 , which according to the reciprocity theorem [26] , at low magnetic field strengths (<3 Tesla), is closely equivalent to the complex conjugate of + 1 . Both methods work equally well, and in this study we used the latter approach in four independent imaging experiments by fixing the RRFC coil at angular positions interspaced by 90 ∘ and employing the fast low angle shot (FLASH) imaging sequence, parameters of which are given in Figure 7 . + 1 field maps were subsequently obtained after postprocessing operations involving thresholding, polynomial fitting, and phase unwrapping. To generate the pseudo -space data, we rotated the sensitivity map at rot = 90 rad s −1 and applied a gauss RF pulse of 5 ms in duration. The experiment was repeated = 100 number of times, wherein the strength of the pulse was incremented with each phase encoding step according to = − /2 − 1/2. The RF pulse power was adjusted to generate a maximum FA = 90
∘ within the field of view (FOV) of 35 × 35 cm when = 100. In addition, after each phase encode (i.e., time of repetition (TR)), the RF pulse was assumed to start at a new angular coil position with an offset of Δ = 360 ∘ / . The elements in matrix were then populated according to (3) by rotating the + 1 sensitivity map via complex plane rotation and spline interpolation routines. System (2) was solved iteratively using the least-square QR factorisation method. During the computational process, the region of the anatomical head was defined by the thresholded image mask, similar to the conventional SENSE reconstruction algorithm [12] . Consequently, the resulting matrix is rectangular, as it is reduced in size from the original number of columns. This method has proven to be quite effective in mitigating the noise contribution in the reconstructed image.
Experiment 4.
To investigate the feasibility of true 3-dimensional (3D) 1 -RRFC encoding in conjunction with realistic RF pulses (such as sinc and sech) in complete absence of gradient coils, we used the 3D RF field profile from Experiment 2 and defined a three-layer rectangular phantom (see Figure 10 (a)) within a region of 21 × 21 × 21 voxels. The RF coil was assumed to rotate at rot = 628 rad s
and the magnitude of a 5 ms long RF sinc pulse was varied according to = − /2 − 1/2. After each TR, the RF pulse was assumed to start at a new angular coil position with an offset of Δ = 360 ∘ / 2 . For every incremental 3D map rotation, ±0.2% of random noise was added to simulate the noise propagation. The 3D-Bloch-LSQR solver was applied with the initial magnetization conditions of = 0, = 0, and = 1A/m. Figure 2 shows the 1 -RRFC encoding results using the pseudo-inverse and the least-square (LSQR) method. The Bloch-LSQR method was stopped at 400 iterations or when the result converged to a residual of 10 −6 . To complete the simulation in Matlab, it took around 2.1 min/788MB RAM and 9.6 min/823MB RAM to solve (4) using the pseudo-inverse and Bloch-LSQR approach, respectively. Figure 3 is the intensity deviation plot of the resulting image from the original image in percent versus the unit + 1 gradient field in T/m. We note that the deviation converges to a minimum value of 4.92% when the unit + 1 gradient is larger than about 1 nT/m. Figure 4 shows the 1 -RRFC image reconstruction results based on a simulated nonlinear as part of the pseudo-inverse and nonlinear Bloch-LSQR solvers. Figure 6 (a) shows axial head images obtained by fixing the rotating RF coil at four angular positions interspaced by 90 ∘ . Each of the four results was divided by a uniform brain reference to obtain the raw sensitivity maps. The resulting maps were then refined by thresholding and polynomial fitting to obtain smooth magnitude and phase profiles, as illustrated in Figures 6(b) and 6(c) . The magnitude and phase maps from Figure 6 were subsequently employed to estimate the + 1 field profile that when rotated would optimally emulate any sensitivity profile as function of RF coil angular position. The magnitude and phase profiles of the resulting spatially nonlinear + 1 field are shown in Figure 6 . Rotating the fields of Figure 7 and incorporating angular position dependent phase (i.e., the phase relative to the -coordinate system of the MRI scanner) produce the four corresponding magnitude and phase profiles of (Figure 7 ) produced by the rotating RF coil system for head imaging. Two different image approaches to solving the system matrix equation (4) are employed, namely, the pseudo-inverse method and the Bloch-based least-squares QR factorization method (LSQR), and the image results are contrasted against an original image obtained with the sum-of-squares method [12] . To solve (4) using the pseudo-inverse (Bloch-LSQR) approach, it took around 12.5 min (21.2 min) and 4.61 GB (4.77 GB) of RAM. Figure 8 shows 1 -RRFC image reconstruction results based on the practical (nonlinear) + 1 sensitivity map (Figure 7 ) produced by the rotating RF coil system for head imaging. Two different image approaches to solving the system matrix equation (4) are employed, namely, the pseudo-inverse method and the Bloch-based least-squares QR factorization method (LSQR), and the image results are contrasted against an original image obtained with the sumof-squares method [12] . To solve (4) using the pseudo-inverse (Bloch-LSQR), it took around 12.5 min (21.2 min) and 4.61 GB (4.77 GB) of RAM.
Results
Experiment 1.
Experiment 2.
Experiment 3.
The maximum percentage intensity deviations of the pseudo-inverse and Bloch-LSQR reconstructed images from the magnitude normalized original image were 9.2% and 8.7%, respectively. Figure 9 is the frequency distribution plot of the normalized intensity deviation in % from the original image for both pseudo-inverse and Bloch-LSQR. The mean (standard deviation) values are −0.50 (1.65) and −0.56 (2.16) for pseudo-inverse and Bloch-LSQR, respectively. Figure 10 shows the results of 3D-1 -RRFC encoding using two different RF pulses (sinc and parabolic sech) and Bloch-LSQR solver, where Figure 10(a) is the cut-out of the original 3D image of the rectangular (3-layer) sample. By rotating the 3D sensitivity map of the RF coil in conjunction with the incremental amplitude adjustment of the RF pulse, we obtain the 3D-1 -RRFC encoded images of the sample.
Experiment 4.
Figures 10(c) and 10(d) are results obtained with 5 ms long sinc and sech RF pulses, respectively, after the Bloch-LQSR algorithm was applied to solve the matrix system. For a 3D image of 21 × 21 × 21 voxels in this case, 3D-1 -RRFC encoding takes approximately 2 h and 1.22 GB of RAM to complete. While for 3D + 1 gradient encoding simple rectangular RF pulses can be applied; shaped RF pulses such as sinc and sech were engaged primarily for exemplification purposes and to study the effect of different pulse frequency responses on the reconstructed image. In particular, compared to the rather rectangular frequency response of the sinc pulse (i.e., bandwith-time product Δ ≈ 10.5), the applied sech pulse had a smaller bandwidth-time product (Δ ≈ 4.2) and a stronger suppression of higher frequency components. While both filters are effective in mitigating the undesired noise in the pseudo -space, compared to the sinc pulse, the sech pulse produced a 24% higher signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the expense of a slightly blurred image compared to the sinc pulse.
Discussion
Figures 2, 4, and 8 demonstrate that the 1 -RRFC could provide representative MR images without the application of transverse 0 gradients. Since the numerical simulations take considerable time to be solved, it would be viable to accelerate the computation by a factor of up to one hundred by employing parallel computing or graphical processing units as detailed in [27, 28] . The use of the pseudo-inverse to solve (4) results in intensity deviations from the original image that are smaller than when LSQR or Bloch-LSQR approaches are applied. This is particularly true for + 1 gradients that are smaller than 10 −9 T/m, as shown in Figure 3 . According to Figure 3 , the intensity deviation from the original image converges to about 4.92% for unit account, the images obtained with the combined Bloch-LSQR method are blurred (see Figure 4) , which indicates that highfrequency components of the pseudo -space are somewhat attenuated. From results in Figure 4 , the pseudo-inverse solution yielded a 3.5% lower maximum percentage deviation from the original (sum-of-squares) image than the Bloch-LSQR approach. Figure 5 further indicates the difference between the pseudo-inverse and Bloch-LSQR solution in terms of the measurement vector , in that the Bloch-LSQR method takes the nonlinear behavior of the spin system into account, especially near the edges of the phantom where the flip angles are higher. From Figures 8 and 9 we note that the intensity deviations of the resulting image from the original image are modest with maximum mean and standard percentage deviation values of 0.56 and 2.16, respectively. The maximum intensity deviation was less than 9.2% in the FOV iso-centre due to the numerical error introduced by the sensitivity map rotation at the pivot point.
The method in Section 2.1 is appropriate in applications that use the small-tip angle approximation (i.e., FA < 30 ∘ or so) as the longitudinal and transverse magnetization components can be decoupled. For large flip angles, however, the complete Bloch model (Section 2.2) should be used, as it describes the complete evolution of net magnetization in space and time. The difference between the application of the simplified model (Section 2.1) and the complete Bloch model (Section 2.2) has been illustrated in various examples of this study.
While the 2-dimensional encoding examples assumed that an ideal axial slice is already selected through the combined application of a -gradient and the RF pulse, motion of the RF sensitivity profile and the complex form of the transmit RF pulse due to interleaved reception may influence the magnetization distribution in the resulting axial slice. In light of these issues, it would be therefore essential in practice to appropriately tailor the spatiotemporal RF field, the -gradient, or both in order to yield a good quality slice. Figure 10 demonstrates the 1 -RRFC capability of encoding 3-dimensional images of the sample without application of any 0 field gradients. 3D-1 -RRFC was accomplished by rotating the 3D sensitivity map while at the same time incrementally increasing the amplitude of a realistic RF pulse. The Bloch-LSQR solver was successfully applied in generating representative images of the 3-layer rectangular sample (see Figure 10 ). 3D-1 -RRFC takes a very long time to complete as the system matrix E grows as function of 3 × 3 . Experimentally demonstrated spatial resolution of + 1 gradient encoding has shown to be much higher than that provided by RF receive coil array sensitivity encoding (SENSE) alone but lower than generally achievable with 0 gradients [18] . As for any MR imaging method, increasing the sampling length, sampling rate, or the number of available degrees of freedom (DOF) as part of the reconstruction method can help increase the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and consequently improve the image quality. While rotating the RF coil (RRFC) provides a large number of DOF in form of + 1 gradients (RF sensitivity profiles) over time, the SNR could be further enhanced by applying a train of 180 ∘ RF refocusing pulses to refocus any decoherence in the spin magnetization. Practically, 1 and 2 relaxation phenomena and the maximum permissible specific absorption rate (SAR) will restrict the achievable number of refocusing pulses. Corresponding 2-dimensional field profiles within a circular region of interest (ROI), which is just larger than the anatomical head in Figure 6 , are additionally shown to better depict the + 1 field behaviour in the proximity of the subject. Phase-dominated RF encoding is, however, not without its own limitation that is being the smooth shape of the typical phase profile. Overall, a predetermined combination of amplitude and phase modulation could provide the optimal solution regarding the compromise between the image resolution and SAR.
According to the literature [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , the effect of
encoding on the image quality and resolution as function of the variation in RF amplitude and nonuniformity in RF gradient field is comparable to that of 0 gradient encoding. While + 1 gradient encoding has shown to be perfectly feasible at lower 0 fields (below about 1.5 Tesla), significant issues tend to arise at high static magnetic fields (3 Tesla and above), where RF fields transmitted through the patient during the image acquisition process invariably lead to significant RF field nonuniformities as result of complicated field-tissue interactions and wave phenomena [29] [30] [31] . Since at high fields + 1 gradient field nonuniformities are function of the angular position of the RF coil, geometry/electromagnetic tissue properties of the patient, and RF hardware setup, it becomes necessary to numerically predict and experimentally measure such nonuniformities (both in amplitude and in phase) and take the corresponding maps into account during the image reconstruction process. In fact, to achieve the desired image reconstruction, the encoding + 1 fields do not need to vary linearly in space, they just need to be known in advance and be sufficiently different (i.e., in this case, vary with the angular position of the RF coil). In the present study we have shown that a known and nonuniform + 1 field gradient can be used for purposes of successful image reconstruction.
Beside standard and spectroscopic MR imaging applications, the RRFC approach with + 1 gradients may be suitable for imaging sequences such as nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) [32] , motion detection methods, echo planar rotating frame imaging (EPROFI) [19] , ultrashort echo time (UTE) acquisition [33] , and transmit array spatial encoding (TRASE) technique [18] . While thus far the resultant SNR of a SNR that is comparable to standard MR images [18] , albeit at a potentially higher SAR figure at fields higher than 0.2T at which the experiments were performed. The fundamental approach for yielding image contrast is to precondition the magnetization prior to the MR signal sampling step. In gradient encoding (here, with rotating RF coil), a range of contrast is available, including the typical 1 / 2 relaxation times, diffusion, and chemical shift [34, 35] . While the presented 1 -RRFC approach utilizes the increments in the strength of the This would be particularly useful in high field MRI where the amplitude of the RF field can lead to significant tissue heating due to high-frequency RF field-tissue interactions and dielectric resonance phenomena. Disadvantages of the -variation approach may include increased noise, off-resonance effects, and susceptibility artifact as a consequence of longer RF pulse lengths. Future studies will assess and quantify the performance of the 1 -RRFC approach experimentally. While in [20] each data point was measured once the entire RF pulse is played out, in the present theoretical study (Section 2.1) we assumed that the data points are measured during the RF pulse, akin to the continuous MR signal reception during the application of a readout magnetic field gradient. In practice, concurrent transmission and reception could, for instance, be accomplished by transmitting a series of narrow (rectangular) RF bursts and measuring the MR signal in between the bursts, that is, during the time when the RF transmitter chain is switched off or blanked. This particular mode of transmission and reception has been successfully implemented in the SWIFT imaging sequence [36] .
Conclusions
A new 0 gradient-free MRI technique based on + 1 gradient encoding using the rotation of a RF coil ( 1 -RRFC) was described. The rotation of the RF coil provides a significant number of spatial (nonlinear) 1 gradients over time which can facilitate complex (amplitude and phase) modulation of axial net magnetization. An unconditionally stable finitedifference-based Bloch equation solver was applied to simulate the nonlinear dynamics of magnetization precession under the influence of the + 1 field. The results obtained suggest that representative MR images can be obtained using the 1 -RRFC concept. Potential applications of this concept include silent, low-cost, and simplified (gradient coil-free) MRI equipment.
